Cadmium-113 and magnesium-25 NMR study of the divalent metal binding sites of isocitrate dehydrogenases from pig heart.
The metal activator sites of NAD(+)-dependent and NADP(+)-dependent isocitrate dehydrogenases from pig heart have been probed using 113Cd- and 25Mg-NMR. In the presence of isocitrate and ADP, a broad resonance for cadmium bound to NAD-dependent isocitrate dehydrogenase was observed (-8 ppm) arising from exchange with isocitrate (-20 ppm) and/or ADP (27 ppm) complexes. The Cd shift with ADP suggests interaction of the metal with the nucleotide ring nitrogen. Increasing shifts with excess ADP are indicative of macrochelate formation. 25Mg-NMR demonstrates that, unlike manganese, magnesium has a similar dissociation constant (1.8 mM) from NADP-dependent isocitrate dehydrogenase as from the enzyme-isocitrate complex (1.1 mM). The extrapolated line width of bound magnesium increases from 674 Hz in the binary complex to 10,200 Hz in the ternary complex. The quadrupole coupling constant, calculated from relaxation rates, is larger in the ternary complex, indicative of greater distortion in the magnesium coordination sphere. The line widths of magnesium complexed to NAD-dependent isocitrate dehydrogenase are broader, as expected for the larger octamer. 113Cd- and 25Mg-NMR both show that the metal sites have anisotropic octahedral symmetry. 25Mg relaxation rates yield correlation times corresponding to motions of a domain with motion independent of the enzyme multimers.